Vector Quantization (VQ) and Subband Coding (SBC) are promising candidates for future generations of image coders : VQ is known to outperform scalar quantization (SQ) techniques, SBC overcomes the block structure problem of DCT transform coders and has better energy compaction properties. The paper compares the performances of two SBC-VQ schemes (a QMF-based SBC with trained-codebook VQ and a parallel filterbank SBC with Lattice VQ) to that of a DCT-SQ scheme as it is used in present image coding standards. 2-layer versions of these spatial coders were evaluated in a hybrid combination with Motion Compensation Prediction for interframe data compression. As the SBC scheme with Lattice-VQ was found to perform best, this coding scheme was further investigated in combination with more sophisticated interframe data compression schemes. The motion compensated 3-dimensional SBC coder with Lattice VQ was found to outperform the techniques used in nowaday standard coders by several dBs in the compression of interlaced CCIR 601 sequences. The performance of this coder is extremely robust in the presence of ATM cell losses due to the non-recursive decoder structure.
I. Introduction
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) techniques are used or are expected to be used in a variety of nowaday and future networks, ranging from Ethernet LAN to MAN, Broadband ISDN and microcellular wireless networks. Image and video transmission is expected to represent the major part of the whole data amount to be transmitted over ATM networks.
For transmission over ATM networks, the data stream is split up into packets. A number of problems come up with the introduction of packet video techniques, which mainly result from cell loss problems due to possible network overload. To overcome heavy degradations in the presence of ATM cell losses, Layered Coding techniques have been introduced [1] . Most Layered Coding schemes proposed until now have been mere extensions of well-known video coding standards, which were explicitly designed for low rate transmission of videotelephony, videoconferencing [2] and low to medium quality TV [3] . This paper deals mainly with promising advanced techniques, which might successfully be used in future applications for high quality services like Enhanced TV (ETV), High Definition TV (HDTV) and Super HDTV.
Section II gives a short review about the basic principles of Subband Coding (SBC), Vector Quantization (VQ) and Motion Compensation (MC) techniques.
Section III compares the performance from a 2-layer DCT/SQ scheme similar to the one used in the nowaday standards [2] [3] with two different 2-layer SBC/VQ coders. All three coders are investigated in a hybrid combination with a MC Prediction scheme.
Section IV deals with different interframe data compression algorithms. In particular, these are variations of MC Prediction, the MC Interpolation scheme from [3] , and 3-dimensional SBC schemes with and without MC.
Section V concludes.

II. Review of Advanced Coding Techniques
II.1. Subband Coding
SBC is a technique that has drawn much attention in image coding research during the last years [4] . SBC is a multirate or multiresolution decomposition technique, which can as well be regarded as a means to obtain a frequency domain signal representation.
The analysis and synthesis stages of a general subband system with N-band split are shown in fig.1 . Analysis is performed by N parallel filters F k (z) with the outputs decimated by N:1. At the synthesis stage, reconstruction is performed by feeding the 1:N interpolated signal components into the bank of synthesis filters G k (z) and summation of the components. The most important aspect in a SBC coder is the correct choice of the filterbanks performing the signal analysis and synthesis. Some of the properties to be taken into consideration are linear phase character of the filters, perfect reconstruction capability of the overall system and alias suppression in the subsampled frequency components. In this work, two different filterbank approaches were used :
• Quadrature Mirror Filters (QMFs) [6] arranged as cascade structures of 2-band systems.
QMFs are generally linear phase filters. Higher order filters produce good results, but perfect reconstruction is only obtained in the case of length 2 filters which exhibit very smooth frequency roll off and cause bad alias suppression in the particular subbands.
• Parallel filterbanks based on Time Domain Aliasing Cancellation (TDAC) [7] . TDAC is a N-band parallel filterbank implementation of a subband system, which may be interpreted as a critically sampled SSB modulation system with perfect aliasing cancellation at the synthesis filter. A 2-D TDAC can be realized efficiently via a 2-D DCT algorithm. Herein, the samples from 4 adjacent blocks, each of size N 1 N 2 , are used to calculate the samples of the N 1 N 2 subbands. The TDAC scheme is very similar to the Lapped Orthogonal Transform (LOT) proposed more recently for image coding applications [8] .
Classical orthogonal block transforms like the DCT can also be interpreted in terms of a subband system. The basis functions of the transform are the impulse responses of the analysis and synthesis filters. The impulse response length is restricted to the block length and does not allow block overlaps, which causes the well-known blocking artefacts.
The recently developed theory of Wavelet Transform [5] gives a good theoretical framework for the derivation of SBC applications with nonuniform, octave-bandwidth decompositions.
II.2. Vector Quantization
Vector Quantization (VQ) is a block coding technique. The basic structure is illustrated in fig.2 . A vector x of K source signal samples is encoded by searching a codebook for a codevector y of length K with least distortion d(x,y). A widely used distortion criterion d(x,y) is the mean squared error (MSE)
The codebook index j of the vector y is transmitted as a code symbol. At the receiver side, the decoder performs a lookup from an identical codebook. If the codebook contains J vectors, encoding is performed at the rate ldJ/K bit/sample.
The operation of VQ can be interpreted in the K-dimensional vector space ℜ K . By the codebook, ℜ K is partitioned into J subspaces each of which contains all those points that are nearest to the appropriate vector y with respect to the distortion measure. These partitions are called the Voronoi regions of the codebook.
In many image coding VQ applications, small square blocks (e.g. 4x4 pixels) form the vectors x respectively the codevectors y. Indeed, the application of VQ techniques to subband samples, transform coefficients or prediction error signals is more efficient than the application to the original image signal [9] , because the correlation inside the vectors as well as inter-vector redundancies are reduced.
It is obvious that the way of VQ codebook design is of extraordinary importance for the performance of a VQ system. Two different approaches are known :
• The Generalized Lloyd Algorithm (GLA) proposed by Linde, Buzo and Gray [10] is a clustering technique which allows a codebook generation from known probability distributions or from a training sequence of signals with similarity to the coded signal. In recent years, the GLA and its variations were used successfully in many VQ applications for still image and image sequence coding. However, the following aspects must be taken into consideration when GLA VQ is applied to ATM video coding :
1. Since the codevectors usually are nonuniformly distributed, it is impossible to perform constant distortion coding which is often desired in ATM video applications.
If a high rate is required (this is the case if the low frequency components in Transform
and Subband schemes must be encoded with high accuracy), the codebook generation and encoding procedures attain a high complexity. A reduced vector dimension K can reduce the complexity, but is suboptimum with respect to the coding results.
3. Sophisticated schemes, e.g. with multi-band frequency decomposition and classification, require a huge amount of storage capacity for different codebooks, adapted to the statistics of the specific frequency components or signal classes. This can make a GLA VQ scheme very impractical.
• The Lattice VQ introduced by Conway and Sloane [11] has a regular codebook structure, the codevectors usually are integer-valued points, and all Voronoi regions are of the same size. Codebook storage is needless and the codebook search is simplified [14] . 
III. Spatial coding schemes
III.1 Layered Coding
The presence of a cell loss priority flag (CLP) in the Broadband ISDN ATM cell header [21] supports the application of 2-layer coding techniques, where the base layer part of the information can be transmitted in high priority cells, the enhancement layer in low priority cells. Since the low priority cells are subject to be lost, the transmission cost is expected to be cheaper for the network user.
The application of Layered Coding is not limited to the use of the CLP flag :
• Network policing functions [22] may force the transmission device to renounce the transmission of some already assembled cells; in this case, arbitrary enhancement layer information can be omitted.
• The base layer part of the information can be protected accurately by any technique, e.g. error recovery strategies like correction codes, interleaving etc.
For the base layer, variable bit rate (VBR) and constant bit rate (CBR) transmission strategies are discussed [23] . In the enhancement layer, VBR is the best strategy, because constant quality is guaranteed at least in the case of lossless transmission. In the experiments underlying this paper, both layers were encoded with VBR.
Layered coding has the primary disadvantage that the total rate is increased as compared to one layer coding at the same quality :
• Generally, multistage coders (where a subsequent stage has to code the residual error from a preceding stage) are suboptimum from the viewpoint of coding theory.
• Frame-recursive algorithms (e.g. MC Prediction) are often used in image sequence coding.
To overcome the problem of infinite error propagation due to cell loss, either a frequent frame refresh has to be performed, a leak factor must be introduced in the prediction, or the enhancement layer information with high loss probability must be excluded from the prediction process.
All spatial coding schemes compared in this section have been embedded into a hybrid coding scheme with MC Prediction, as it is shown in fig.3 . This scheme is similar to the one proposed in [1] , where only the base layer information from the preceding frame is used to predict the actual frame. More details about the MC operation will be given in section IV.1.
The coder can switch to Intra mode for a block if prediction would be unreasonable due to high prediction errors or scene changes. The residual error from the base layer is encoded with lower distortion in the enhancement layer.
III.2. DCT with VLC
The DCT scheme with variable length coding (VLC) of the scalar quantizer level and runlength coding (RLC) parameters was adapted from the MPEG standard [3] . The main parameter for bit rate and distortion regulation which is used in this scheme is the quantizer step size (QUANT). The DCT domain residual error from the base layer coder with coarse quantization is coded in the enhancement layer coder with a finer quantizer. Remind that the VLC table of the MPEG standard contains both RLC and quantizer level information, which results in very efficient codes for short run-lengths and small quantizer levels. However, in 2-layer coding, it is not feasible to utilize the RLC information from the base layer in the enhancement layer, too.
III.3. QMF-SBC with GLA VQ (SBC/VQ I)
An octave band QMF split resulting in 7 subbands is performed as the first operation in the SBC/VQ I coder which has been described in more detail in [18] . The filter 16C from [19] was used in a separable 2-D realization. In the following VQ stage, a bank of separate VQs with codebooks adapted specifically for each subband is used. The Pruned Tree-Structured VQ technique [12] is employed to perform VBR encoding. It is straightforward to exploit the tree structure for layered ATM video coding. Each node in a binary-tree codebook is represented by one bit for transmission. Hence, the bits representing parent nodes at the lower levels of the tree (which are raw representations of their higher-level children) can be transmitted in base layer cells. In the case of enhancement layer cell loss, reconstruction can be obtained from the highest parent node transmitted in the base layer. For each frame, additional side information is required for the priority adaptation of the codebook. This information must completely be contained in the base layer.
The GLA design usually results in codebook partitions of nonuniform size in ℜ K , if the algorithm is trained on nonuniform material. This is regarded as the main drawback of the SBC/VQ I scheme for ATM video applications, where the ability to encode with fixed distortion should be an important option of a VBR system.
III.4. TDAC-SBC with Lattice VQ (SBC/VQ II)
The Lattice VQ with spherical codebook described in section II.2 is used in the SBC/VQ II scheme as illustrated in fig.4 . This scheme is capable of fixed distortion encoding, because the partitions of the lattice codebook are uniformly spaced in ℜ K . The remaining problem is the derivation of the codebook size, because fixed distortion coding also requires to avoid overload errors, i.e. the vectors must be in the region of ℜ K that is spanned by the finite size codebook. This problem can be solved by adapting the codebook size individually to each vector.
Lattice VQ is optimum for uncorrelated signals only [13] . In the context of subband coding, this requires a decomposition into more subbands than used in the SBC/VQ I scheme. Since the nonperfect reconstruction and the algorithmic complexity of the QMF solution are problematic with a higher number of cascaded stages, a TDAC filter bank with perfect reconstruction property was employed for a 2-D subband decomposition into 64 uniform bands in the SBC/VQ II scheme.
a) RLC scheme and arrangement of samples to vectors
Due to the regular codebook structure, it is reasonable to arrange samples of similar statistics to vectors when Lattice VQ is used. The vectors in the SBC/VQ II scheme are in general assembled of samples from only one subband. Samples with an absolute value below a treshold T=3⋅Q/4 (this results in the same "dead zone" as used in the standard DCT/VLC scheme) are excluded from VQ encoding via RLC performed rowwise in the subband signals.
If a vector can not completely be filled with the samples from one subband, samples from the following subband are added.
In the enhancement layer RLC, only those samples are taken into consideration that were not coded in the 1st layer. In the enhancement layer VQ, all samples that were marked by the base layer RLC are encoded in addition. This proceeding (which is feasible because the quantizer and RLC information are separated) was found to be very efficient in 2-layer coding, because the enhancement layer RLC information is greatly reduced.
b) Codebook size adaptation
The PDF of typical subband signals around the value zero is even more peaky than the Laplacian PDF [4] . Through the RLC procedure, this peak is eliminated from the PDF of the signal actually fed into the spherical codebook VQ; at values outside the dead zone, the signal PDF then has more similarity with the optimum Gaussian shape, but the missing of values around zero leads to the existence of some superfluos, never used vectors in the codebook.
The codevectors form a grid of regular spaced integer-valued points y*. The adaptation of a real-valued "quantizer step size" Q must be carried out by transforming the input vector x into a normalized vector x*=x/Q. Then, x* is encoded by the nearest lattice point y*. The final reconstruction is obtained by y=Q⋅y*. In the MSE case, the resulting distortion is d(x,y)=Q 2 ⋅d(x*,y*).
The encoding and decoding algorithms given in [15] are capable of encoding lattice structured codebooks of arbitrary size and structure with a finite number of bits. The lattice point y* can be mapped into an index vector j=[j 1 , j 2 , ... , j K ] and vice versa. With 0≤j k <I, the necessary number of bits/sample is log 2 I, but I must be known a priori. To derive I, the vector norm of 2nd order
is calculated. Then, it is possible to estimate the necessary codebook radius as r ≥ x * 2 . The volume of a K-dimensional sphere with radius r is
where Γ(⋅) is the gamma function. As the volume of the single voronoi regions for a particular lattice is known from the determinant of its generator matrix [13] , it is straightforward to estimate the necessary number of bits that lets fall the vector x* inside the lattice codebook. The structure of the 2 layer coding scheme is shown in fig.4 . The enhancement layer coder encodes the residual error from the base layer coder. Both layers perform basically the same operation, but different quantization factors Q 1 and Q 2 in the VQ and different Huffman codes are used for RLC and codebook size adaptation.
VQ index and VLC information are arranged subsequently in the ATM cells. In the case of cell loss, the enhancement layer information for complete vectors is lost, which usually affects only one subband.
III.5. Results
Coding experiments were performed on interlaced sequences with 720x576 luminance pixels (Y), 2x360x576 chrominance pixels (U/V), 25 frames/sec according to recommendation CCIR 601. An "overall" PSNR distortion measure including luminance and chrominance 
was employed, wherein f and F are the frame index and the total number of frames, respectively.
For an ATM environment, the performance of different coding schemes should be compared regarding the following aspects :
• the robustness of the reconstructed signal in the presence of cell losses;
• possible savings in bit rate (at the same quality) respectively gain in quality (at the same rate); • the amount of information in the base and enhancement layers.
The robustness, which appears to be the question of highest importance, is best compared with coders at same rates. Hence, the distortion parameters (quantizer step sizes, treshold values) were adjusted such that the mean rate is the same in all the coders compared. The total rate of 9 Mbit/s consists of 3 Mbit/s base layer and 6 Mbit/s enhancement layer information. At same rates, it is also possible to compare the gain in quality. Results which allow performance comparisons at the same rate and at different ratios of base and enhancement layer information are given in section IV.4. In the rates, the information which is necessary for resyncronization after cell losses is also included.
For the cell loss experiments, enhancement layer cell loss ratios (CLRs) between 0% and 100% were investigated. The base layer was simulated without cell losses, because an influence on the robustness of the overall scheme was regarded as negligible if an efficient error protection is applied. Enhancement layer CLR=100% is the pure base layer "fall back mode", which of course is an extreme case that will hardly occur. The best performance comes with the SBC/VQ II scheme, which outperforms the DCT/VLC coder by more than 1 dB. This scheme also has the lowest decrease in quality towards higher CLRs.
SBC/VQ I shows the worst performance, in particular at high CLRs. The main reasons are the high amount of overhead information (RLC and codebook adaptation) which must be included in the base layer, and the constraint to encode all samples in the base layer (these may get more distorted than if set to zero), which is due to the use of priority-adapted treestructured codebooks.
While an almost constant quality is guaranteed in the SBC/VQ II and in the H.261 scheme, SBC/VQ I can occasionally result in some local, highly visible distortions. Fig 6a is a detail from an original FLOWER GARDEN field, zoomed by a factor of 2 in column direction.
Figs.6b-d show coding results from the base layer fall back mode for all 3 schemes. At the full rate of 9 Mbit/s (base and enhancement layer), the quality of all schemes is good, and the differences would hardly be noticeable on the photographs.
Recent results have shown that a modification of the SBC/VQ II scheme with adaptive pyramid codebooks (vector length K and codebook size adapted for each vector), but without RLC produces even better results than the scheme described [33] . This has not yet been adapted to the requirements of ATM transmission, but it can be expected to be extremely robust due to the lack of RLC.
IV. Interframe coding schemes
So far, different spatial layered coding schemes for ATM video transmission were investigated. Since data compression exploiting redundancies along the temporal axis is indispensable in video coding, the SBC/VQ II scheme, that turned out to perform best, was employed in combination with different interframe coding schemes.
IV.1. MC Prediction and MC Interpolation
The MC Prediction schemes used in the framework of this paper are more sophisticated than the one used in the H.261 standard :
• Accuracy of Motion Estimation is 1/2 pixel, as supported by the MPEG I standard;
• For interlaced video, a field/frame adaptive mode similar to that provided by the MPEG II draft proposal was employed. In the field mode prediction, either one field of the same or opposite parity from the previous frame can be used or a "dual" prediction from both fields can be performed.
The coders investigated in section III used a MC Prediction scheme where only the base layer information is used for prediction. This scheme will now be called MC Prediction type I.
If the enhancement layer was utilized for prediction as well, a decrease in rate would result by the more accurate prediction and decreased coding error feedback to the next frame. There are several alternatives to prevent infinite error propagation :
• Periodic frame refresh : Full intraframe coding (inclusion of I-frames in the MPEG notation) is performed after a specified number of frames.
• Bidirectional MC Prediction : B-frames were introduced in the MPEG standard, where interpolation errors instead of prediction errors are coded. This generally gives better coding results than usual unidirectional MC Prediction. Error propagation can not occur from cell losses in the B-frame information, because these are not used to used to predict any other frames • Leaky prediction [25] : The preceding image is not used with its original values to calculate the MC prediction error, but is multiplied by a prediction coefficient or leakage factor L<1. One must take care that leaky prediction is not performed in the unchanged areas, where no prediction error is transmitted.
In the scheme called MC Prediction type II, the prediction loop was interrupted by a frame refresh at each 16th frame. Additionally, in the MC interpolation scheme, a sequence of 3 Bframes is enclosed between I-and P-frames.
IV.2. MC Subband Coding
It is known that MC interpolation outperforms MC prediction, because the interframe redundancy over more than one frame is utilized. Indeed, even better coding results can be expected if a true decimation/interpolation based multiresolution technique like subband coding is employed along the temporal axis. Though the "I"-frames in the MPEG scheme may be regarded as a subsampled sequence, this is no genuine decimation/interpolation approach, because no filtering along the temporal axis is performed.
Subband Coding (SBC) has emerged as a very promising technique for encoding of 1-D and
2-D signals. In packet video coding, the application of SBC along the temporal axis is advantageous over MC Prediction schemes because the lack of a recursive structure avoids infinite error propagation. 3-D SBC schemes can be classified into one of the following categories :
• schemes without motion adaptation [26] [27];
• motion-adaptive schemes : this may include adaptation of the quantizer [28] [29] or adaptation of the subband decomposition structure [30] ;
• motion-compensated schemes [17] [18] [20] .
3-D SBC results in a multiresolution decomposition in the spatial domain and along the temporal axis. If we only regard the temporal axis decomposition, the original sequence is transformed into several subsampled sequences, each of which contains a specific component of "temporal axis frequency". If the amount of motion is low, the amount of energy in the higher frequency components will be low, and the energy compaction (concentration to the lowest temporal frequency band) will be good even without motion adaptation. This is no longer true if complex scenes with a high amount of motion are encoded; in this case, 3-D SBC schemes without MC usually perform worse than MC Prediction. With regard to the 3-D spectrum, the MC operation performs a shift of components from higher temporal frequencies to the lowest frequency band [31] . For high energy compaction (concentration to lower temporal frequency bands), the combination of SBC with MC (MC-SBC) is recommended.
a) Motion estimation and compensation procedures
The operation of a MC coding scheme is best viewed as a motion adapted coordinate shift in the spatial domain prior to a compression technique along the temporal axis. Assume a constant translatoric motion shift [-k,-l] from one frame to the next (the motion parameters k and l are integer values, and the sign was introduced in accordance with eqs. (11), (15) ). Then, a motion-compensated filter operation along the temporal axis employing an arbitrary 1-D filter with transfer function F'(z) leads to the 3-D expression
where z 1 , z 2 , z 3 are the z-transform variables in row, column and temporal direction. Since 3-D SBC is generally separable, only the operation along the temporal axis is considered in the following derivations. Any spatial 2-D SBC decomposition can be applied to the images from the temporally subsampled sequences to realize a 3-D SBC scheme with MC.
The most trivial solution to the QMF problem with 2-band split is the first order lowpass analysis filter
which in combination with the highpass analysis filter F 2 '(z)=F 1 '(-z) and the synthesis lowpass/ highpass filter pair 
( , ) ( , ) ( , ).
It is apparent that the operation of eq. (9) calculates the sum (L) and difference (H) images from two adjacent frames, but with a shift according to the motion, by which the energy in the sum image is maximized, the energy in the difference image is minimized. Several L and H images form new sequences, each with half the frame rate.
Unfortunately, perfect reconstruction is only guaranteed in the trivial case without motion, These coordinate relationships are illustrated in fig.8 for one isolated block. Remark that the "not connected" areas may become connected, and that the hatched areas may become double connected, depending on the motion vectors of the adjacent blocks.
• Where "no connection" or "double connection" exists between certain pixels of frame A and frame B, an exception occurs. In these cases, the actual pixel value from frame B is substituted at its original coordinate position into the L frame, half of the MC prediction error between the frames B-A (remark that this is identical to the H output of eq. (12)) into the H frame:
.
This way, both L and H images are prevented from showing block border discontinuities in the spatial domain, which is of essential importance for efficient spatial coding. At the synthesis stage, frame B must be completely reconstructed before the "not connected" pixels of frame A can be retained:
:
Proceeding this way, the original frames A and B are perfectly reconstructable from the decimated L and H sequences if the accuracy of MC is one pixel. Motion estimation (ME) must be performed once for each two frames.
A special "simultaneous forward-backward" block matching algorithm was employed for ME.
Herein, the motion is estimated bidirectionally, following the formula This also prevents adjacent blocks from having largely differing motion vectors and keeps the number of "not connected" pixels low (typically 2-5 %).
Block diagrams of the analysis and synthesis MC-SBC filter stages in polyphase realization are given in figs.9 and 10. The "geometrical analysis" blocks perform the check about the "not connected" pixels, which can uniquely be done if the motion parameters are known (compare fig.7 ). All switches are shown in the "connected" position. MC "+" and MC "-" indicate the sign-reversed MC operations according to eq. (15).
In [20] , this concept has been extended to arbitrary even-length, symmetric QMFs. In this case, the "connected/unconnected" analysis is applied to those two frames that are filtered with the center coefficients of the symmetric filter. Motion parameters must additionally be derived towards each frame that is filtered with the "outer position" coefficients. The substitution technique is the same as in eqs. (12)- (14); however, those pixels must additionally be classified as "unconnected" that would meet other "unconnected" values at the outer coefficient positions during synthesis. Thus, the geometrical analysis procedure turns out to be more complicated, and the number of "unconnected" pixels increases.
Though longer filters are capable to eliminate some jerky movements, that appeared otherwise at high compression ratios with the length 2 filters, they are regarded as impractical for the following reasons :
• The additional delay of several frames is unacceptable in many coding applications.
• The number of motion parameters to be transmitted is enlarged.
• No significantly better energy compaction was found; applied to image parts with complex motion (e.g. the flower-beds of FLOWER GARDEN), the compression is even worse than with length 2 filters due to the additional "unconnected" pixels.
• Since the MC operation concentrates the energy in the low frequency band, the application of filters with sharp frequency roll off is not of the same importance along the temporal axis in MC-SBC, as it is in the spatial subband decomposition. Most effort should be directed towards the development of improved motion compensation techniques (e.g. inclusion of rotation and dilatation parameters).
It is well known that half-pixel accuracy of MC results in a considerable coding gain. MC-SBC with half-pixel accuracy was introduced in [20] . However, spatial interpolation is necessary in all 4 images A, B, L and H of eqs. (12)- (14), and perfect reconstruction is no longer guaranteed.
b) Motion compensated QMF cascades
In the experiments, the 2-band analysis and synthesis stages with 2-tap filters were employed in QMF cascade structures. Motion parameters were calculated independently at each stage of the cascade. The sizes of the search regions were doubled with each stage, which is generally not necessary, because motion is continous, and the results of motion analysis from one cascade stage may be used as a starting-point for the next. The 5 band structure shown in fig.11 (octave band split) has been applied successfully to progressive video sequences. 15 motion parameter sets are needed for each GOF of 16 frames (indeed, the denotation "GOF", that was adopted from the MPEG terminology, is strictly valid only in the case of the 2-tap filters; with longer filters, interdependencies between adjacent "GOFs" would occur). Fig.12 illustrates the decomposition of a GOF into the subband components, which form distinct sequences with subsampled rates. The similarity of this frequency band partition to a Wavelet Transform is obvious.
In the case of interlaced video, where fields instead of frames are processed, it was found that the H band would contain high energy if the structure from fig.11 was employed, which is due to the complicated spatio-temporal shift between adjacent fields. Hence, a structure was investigated with the H band split again, which totally results in 8 bands. Now, the information about the luminance of both even and odd interlace fields is concentrated in LLLL, the information about the differences between the even and odd fields in HLLL. No significantly better energy compaction was found by further splitting any H band outputs. In this case, one GOF is 16 fields or 8 frames, and 22 motion parameter sets are required.
Frequency bandwidths of the schemes for progressive and interlaced video are both shown in fig.13 .
The structure of MC-SBC is non-recursive, which means that errors can at most span one GOF, depending on the position of occurence in the cascade. In MC Prediction schemes, the coding error feedback results in inaccurate prediction and increases the necessary bit rate in MC Prediction schemes. This problem is overcome with MC-SBC.
The spatial information in the lowest frequency temporal band is a very exact extract from the contents common to the whole GOF, while fast moving objects almost disappear. Medium frequency temporal bands are a representation for contents with constant motion over a number of successive frames.
Due to the theory of nonuniform subband coding, subbands must be coded with half the MSE distortion if the decimation factor is doubled [24] . The reason is that coding errors in a subband decimated by a higher ratio affect more samples in the reconstructed signal. A decrease in the quantization factors Q by 2 with each stage of the decomposition cascade was applied in the MC-SBC experiments. In the future, it is planned to exploit the complicated mutual interdependencies between spatial and temporal sensitivity [17] , and even a higher increase in visual quality is expected with a spatio-temporally weighted MC-SBC scheme.
IV.4. Results
Coding experiments for comparison of the different interframe schemes were performed again on different CCIR 601 format interlaced sequences, whereof the "MOBILE & CALENDAR" results are presented here (this is probably one of the hardest-to-encode from the widely used test sequences). The following results are presented, at which all MC coders are with 1/2 pel shift accuracy :
• PSNR performance of the base layer representation at different bit rates ( fig.14) . This allows to compare the different schemes by their rate-distortion performance. With these curves, the savings in bit rate at the same distortion can be judged.
• PSNR performance with different CLRs at a mean rate of 9 Mbit/s. This is done with 2 different ratios of base and enhancement layer rates. coder with a gain of about 4.5 dB, which is nearly independent of the bit rate. MC Prediction (in this case, without frame refresh) and MC Interpolation show almost identical performances (with other sequences than "MOBILE&CALENDAR", MC Interpolation performed sligthly better than MC Prediction). The gain of MC-SBC over these 2 schemes highly depends on the rate, but is up to 3.5 dB. It is obvious that the coding error feedback is a drawback which decreases the coding gain in predictive schemes at lower rates. In MC-SBC, coding error feedback is not present, and the coding gain is independent of the rate.
From figs.15 and 16, it is evident that the MC-SBC interframe coder performs best in any case. For the MC Prediction coders, the type II seems to be the best selection as long as the CLR remains low. However, MC Interpolation is surely a better choice, because frame interpolation moderates the ugly effects of error propagation and frame refresh. The SBC coder is the worst of all, with some annoying artefacts due to the lack of motion compensation.
As mentioned in section III.1, multi-layer coders generally perform worse. Since fig.14 fig.16 over fig.15 .
The smallest overhead value is only 5% with MC-SBC, which means that there is almost no rate penalty for the application of layered coding. have also been the basis for MPEG, are surely powerful at low rates, but are suboptimum as the number of transmitted spectral components increases in high quality video. The adaptation of VLC to a specific rate/quality requirement is not as simple as the realization of Lattice VQ encoding. This is especially true of encoding with higher rates, at which large VLC tables would be required.
The superiority of advanced coding techniques refers to layered as well as non-layered applications, but the results presented in this paper show that the advantages are eminent if transmission over ATM networks is carried out with the layered coding approach. Though the first video services over ATM networks will be based on the presently emerging standards, which use approved schemes realizable with available technology, one should pay attention to the evolution of the network that will produce completely new services. Hypermedia applications, for example, may include the transmission of Super-HDTV signals. Different signal statistics, rate and quality requirements might produce the call for more powerful data compression techniques, even if these are not compatible to existing standards. Better knowledge about practical ATM network behaviour will be available in the future, and the decision to select one-layer or two-layer, CBR or VBR solutions for such applications can be taken on a more experienced basis. 
